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p31 experfmental study was conducted i n  Martin-Marietta*s drop 
tower t o  determine the hydrostatic s tabi l i ty  characteristics of per- 
forated plates and square-weave screens. 
controllable and repeatable acceleration range from 0,0013- t o  0.055-63 
during the 2.1-sec drop interval using test liquids that simulated 
storable liquid propellants. 
the flat, foraainous barriers tending t o  reset t le  liquid f r o m  beneath 
the barriers t o  the opposite end of the cylindrical tanks. 
for  the bare (uncoated) plates and screens verified that the Bo number, 
a dimensionless ra t io  of acceleration-to-aapiLla;ry forces, i s  the 
criterion for predicting hydrostatic s tabi l i ty  of the liquid-gas inter-  
face. 
regions, was verified fo r  the plates w i t h  circular holes to be 0.84 
based on pore radius. 
c r i t i ca l  Bo number v d u e  of 0,45 based on one-half of the o p n  
width of the square weave screen. 
Tests were made over a 
me acceleration was applied nol-mal t o  
Test results 
The critical. Bo number, delineating the stable and unstable 
Test data fo r  the screens tend t o  support a 
The pore s tab i l i ty  data are directly applicable to the design 
of passive, capillary systems that  control liquid propellant during 
the coast phases of space missions. 
Symbol 
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We 
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Denotation 
Acceleration 
Bond nmber 
Kinematic surface tension 
Carbon tetrachloride 
Diameter 
Freon TF 
Foree 
Gravitational acceleration 
Gaseous nitrogen 
Methanol 
Mass 
Number of holes 
Pressure 
Differential pressure 
Mass density 
Mass density difference (liquid minus vapor) 
Radius 
Low-g t e s t  duration 
lhicknass 
Weight 
Weber number 
Uncertainty interval 
Idquid height 
Idquid-vapor surface tension 
Liquid-to-solid contact angle 
Subscripts 
B 
Bo 
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Denotation 
Bubble 
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Critical 
Force 
liquid 
Mass 
Pressure 
Radius 
Mass density 
I, INTRODUCTION 
The use of fo nous material, soreen or  perforated plate, to 
control f luids  during low-g operation has been under investigation 
during the past few years, Refs. 1 %hru 16, 
i s  configured within the storage tank t o  properly orient and separate 
the two f luid phases, liquid and vapor (ullage). The w e  pressure 
and interfacial  surface tension control and maintain separation of 
the f luid phases, Ref .  13. 
features of cap systems. They are entirely passive and require 
no additional p 
The foramjlnous material 
This i s  one of the more attractive 
external energy source t o  provide: 
a)  
b) 
c)  f lu id  center-of -mass control; 
d) 
e)  
f )  venting of vapor. 
restart of liquid rocket engines; 
contml of liquid motion (slosh); 
elimination of suction dip (liquid draining phenomenon); 
transfer and resupply of liquids; and 
The basic operational prinoiple of these systems i s  tha t  ullage 
J I pressure supports the liquid i n  i t s  desired location while surface 
tension stabilizes the 1iquid-ulla.ge interface at the foraminous 
material. 
test by takir@ open-ended, cylindricdl tubes of different diameters, 
1/8 t o  1-in., and immersing one end of each tube i n  a w e t t i n g  liquid, 
such as methanox*, and then withdrawing the tube. It i s  found that  
liquid W i l l  stay i n  the smaUer tubes d -== 1/4-in.) only when the 
open-end not immersed is capped off. t Tf the tubes are not capped, 
liquid i s  l o s t  regardless of size.) 
liquid i s  los t  even w i t h  the tubes capped. 
explainable using Mgure 1. The wetting liquid (meniscus downward) 
is pictured in the tube after 1 fting it fmm the l iquid reservoir. 
Surface tension and gravitational acceleration tend t o  displace 
liquid fm &e tube. Surface tension does not support the liquid. 
The supporting force i s  prov%ded by the dlfference i n  pressure at the 
top and bottom of the i d  column, This supporting pressum effect 
i s  reaa9ly seen by unc ag the d e r  tubes. The pressure differ- 
ence# Po - %, becomes zero and liquid is lost .  If one i s  able t o  
cap the tube with no ullage above the liquid column, liquid can 
One may quickly check th i s  principle i n  a simple bench 
For the larger tubes (d - l/k-ine), 
This phenomenon i s  
*&iquids of interest  fo r  space applications are considered wetting, ire., 
they possess a liquid-to-solid contac , less than ninety degrees 
when i n  contact With metals. A s  see 
storable propellants are e s) i.e., 8 ' = : O o e  E one 
uses glass Lubes i n  the c 
1iquj.d l ike methanol, instead of water, to simulate the storable propellants 
and cryogens, 
cation: 
e n9 page 12, the l iquid 
n it i s  best then t o  use a 
Water tends t o  be n o ~ o w ~ t t i ~  o  glass, (Private comuni- 
W. J. Masica, NASA LeRC, and H, L. Paynter, MMC, 19 July 1967). 
i 
2 
r-" 1 
I Q s  or Vapor 
Fig. 1. Wetting Liquid i n  a 
Cylindrical Tube 
only be l o s t  by pulling 
a vacuum at  the top of 
the liquid column. This 
zero ullage condition 
provides the maximum 
supporting pressure diff- 
erence, p0 - pV (P i s  
now vapor press-j. IT, 
however, the tube i s  capped 
with an i n i t i a l  ullage 
volume that  provides no 
pressure support (Po J PI), 
liquid i s  l o s t  un t i l  a 
pressure difference i s  
reached that  will support 
the weight of the liquid. 
The liquid weight is: 
while the supporting pres- 
sure force is; 
fp  z (Po - Pl)vR2. 
It i s  evident f r o m  equations 1 and 2 that for  a given supporting 
pressure difference a l iquid height i s  supported regardless of tube 
radius. 
size, about 1/4-in. dia. for methanol. Beyond t h i s  c r i t i c a l  size*, 
the liquid-gas interface at the free surf'ace of the liquid (bottom 
of the tube) becomes unstable, air enters, and l iquid is lost. 
tension tends t o  stabil ize the interface, Figure 1. 
the free surface can be stabilized past the c r i t i c a l  tube diameter 
by reducing the effective open-end area. One w q  t o  do this i s  
t o  place a screen or perforated plate at  the bottom of the tube. 
This i s  the basic technique used i n  the design of capillary systems. 
The simple experiments will verify this up t o  a rmudmwn tube 
Surface 
As a result, 
Several. investigators have studied the interfacial  stabilizing 
effect  provided by perforated plates (Ref .  17) and screens (Refs. 
17 and 18) under Earth's g r a e t y  ( o n e - g ) .  
employed is  t o  measure the hydrostatic head a t  which the porn becomes 
The standard approach 
%. J. Eulasica, e t  al., Ref.  19, verified experisrentally that this c r i t i c a l  
tube radius i s  predictable froan the following relationship: 
1 
Re = 0.92 [ma] 6 2  e The Bond number cri terion for s tab i l i ty  (based 
J 
on radius) obtained fmm the NASA LeRC data and valid fo r  8 L 0' 
i s  EO = 0.84. 
3 
unstable. 
the most widely used and accepted, 
covered by a thin layer (&-in,, o r  less )  of liquid, usua3lly isoprqt@ 
alcohol, and its underside i s  pressuazed slowly w i t h  air or gaseous 
nAtrogen. The pressure at  which the first bubble passes through the 
material. is  termed the bubble point (gas pressure retention aapability), 
O f  me several techniques, the bubble point method is 
The foraminous material i s  
Hydmstatic pore s tab i l i ty  tests under one-g are limited, however, 
t o  relatively SmaU pore openings (0.02-h, or  less )  since a measure- 
able head or  pressure i s  required, 
The purpose of t h i s  experimental program w a s  t o  investigate hydro- 
s t a t i c  s tab i l i ty  for  larger pore sizes (d > 0.02-in.) i n  the M C  drop 
tower under accelerations ranging f r o m  0,001- to 0.05-g (acceleration 
vector no& t o  the f la t  f o r d n o u s  material) , Perforated plates and 
square-weave soreens were t o  be investigated i n  cylindrical tanks 
using test liquids that simulated a wide range of storable propellants. 
The program's technical objectives w e r e  (1) verification of the Bo 
number oriterion, (2) verification of the finctional relation of the 
liquid properties, and pore size and configuration, involved i n  the 
criterion, and (3)  t o  establish the numerfcal value of the c r i t i c a l  
Bo at whsch instabi l i ty  of the liquid-gas interfaae OOCUTS+ 
The report describes the experimental apparatus and test procedure 
i n  Chapter 11. The experiment& results and a discussion of results 
are presented i n  Chapters I11 and IV, respectively, Cbnolusions and 
recmendez'cions are included i n  Chapter V, followed by a bibliography 
i n  Chapter VI. A revfew of the Uterature pertainiw t o  hydrostatic 
pore s tab i l i ty  i s  presented i n  Appendix A as baokgmund ma$erial fo r  
this experSPentaJ. study. 
. 
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XI. EXPERIMENTAL APPWUS AND PROCEBURE 
A. Drop Tower 
The experimental program was  conducted i n  the Martin-Marietta 
drop tower located at  Denver. The drop tower, Figure 2,  provides a 
usable low-g t e s t  time of 2.1-sec. The drop system uses a two 
capsule assembly, Figure 3,  consisting of an outer capsule, o r  
drag shield, and an inner capsule w h i c h  
contains the experiment, power supply, 
and desired instrumentation, Figure 4. 
Inner capsule constant acceleration 
levels of 0.001-, 0.029, and 0.05-g 
(nominal) were provided for this  pro- 
gram by a constant force supplied by 
NEG*ATOR* spring motors, Fig. 3. 
The force was applied i n  the sCme 
direction as the gravitation& force 
fo r  a l l  tests. During each drop, the 
inner capsule was  accelerated vertically 
downward within the drag shield, con- 
tacting the bottom of the drag shield 
just  prior t o  termination of free-fall.  
Safe deceleration of the entire system 
i s  accomplished within 0.15-sec when 
the legs and annular ring assembly, 
attached t o  the bottom of the drag 
shield, embed themselves i n  wheat stored 
i n  a large, cylindrical bin. 
Air drag on the inner capsule and 
any piston effect due t o  relative travel 
between the inner capsule and drag 
shield are reduced t o  an insignificant 
level ( 4 10-5 g> by evacuating the space 
betmeen the two capsules. 
sure levels of less than 5 mm €& were 
provided for  all tests.  
&solute pres- 
Figure 2: Wrtin-Marietta 
Ixrw-g Drop Tower 
The relative travel distance between capsule and drag shield 
required for  a given acceleration i s  obtained by adjusting the length 
of the inner capsule suspension hook assembly and the aluminum 
bottoming tube, Figure 3 .  
i n  the event the capsule does not bottom properly i n  the drag shield 
prior t o  drop termination. 
of the tube. 
The tube &.so protects the inner capsule 
Impact energy i s  absorbed during crushing 
P 
Qadename. Mrnter Spring Company, Hatfield, Pa. 
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5/16 DIAMETER MACHINE BOLT 
185.0 
ADED RELEASE 
ELECTRIC CABLE 
28VDC BATTERY PACK 
l6MM CAMERA 
TEST SPECIMEN 
DRAG SHIELD EXTENSION 
NEG'PTOR SPRING (CONSTANT TORQI 
6-IN DIAMETER ALUMINUM 
TUBE (0.058 IN WALL THICKNESS) 
MICROSWITCH 
VACUUM VALVE 
-DECELERATION LEGS 
t L 
Mgure 3. Low-g Capsule Assembly 
6 
3, T e s t  Specimens 
TWO tes t  specimens, Figures 4 
and 5 ,  were mounted on the inner 
capsule test platfom i n  v i e w  of 
the 16 m movie camera, Figure 6, 
for each drop. Each specimen 
consisted of two transparent 
cylinders, 5&in. O.D., a perfor- 
ated plate or  square weave screen 
barrier, aluminum end plates and 
t2.e rods. The longer cylinder, 
6-in., sewed as the bottom 
portion of the LO-in. specimen 
and was f i l l ed  w i t h  liquid t o  
. provide a 6-in. hydrostatic head 
for the barrier during the test. 
The cylinder above the barrier 
was  b i n .  long. For the 
i n i t l a l  tests, Plexiglas cylinders 
Figure 4: Inner capsule 
(*-in. wall thickness) we& used. 
compatibiliw investigation, both fieon TF and carbon tetrachloride 
severely attacked the Plexiglas cylinders rendering them unfi t  after 
one test. The etching action on the inner-walls made the cylinders 
opaque. 
remainder,’and major portion of, the program. 
rubber, Viton A*, and Daw Corning8s Aerospace Sealant were used fo r  
seals between the cylinders and mating surfaces. 
the oanpressive force t o  effect  the sed .  
Contrary t o  a pre-test material 
A s  a result, Pyrex glass cylinders were used during the 
Flat gaskets made from 
The t i e  rods provided 
Flguse 5: cylirikical Test  
Specimens 
Figure 6: -era Setup 
- 
Wkadename: E. I. W o n t  de Ne~nours & Co., Inct., WiUlzgton, Del. 
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A t o t a l  of 52 barriers, 39 perforated plates and 13 square weave 
screens was used for  the hydrostatic low-g tests.  
of these barriers are presented i n  Table I. The first  se t  of perforated 
plates was made from stainless steel. 
aluminum. The latter materiaL was preferred due t o  better machinability 
(closer hole tolerance). 
and then reamed t o  the sizes listed i n  Table I. 
screen mesh sizes shown i n  the table are per the screen manu#'acturer. 
Pertinent dimensions 
AJA other sets  were m a d e  from 
The holes (pores) i n  the plates were drilled 
The square weave 
Screen and plate barriers are pictured i n  Figures 7 thru 12 and 
are representative of the different hole patterns used i n  the program. 
These basic patterns and the dimensions presented i n  Table I depict 
the screen and plate specimens used i n  the program. 
C. Test Liquids 
,i 
Three liquids, methanol, carbon tetrachloride and Freon TF, were 
selected t o  sinnilate a wide range of storable prop~llants.  The important 
physical properties for  sinilitude i n  hydrostatic tes t s  are kinematic 
surface tension, / , and liquid-to-solid contact angle, 8. A comparison 
of the values fo r  the test liquids and storable propellants i s  presented 
i n  Table XI. 
sinoe it covers the oxidizers and extends into the fuels. It does not 
cover the monopropellants, however. 
titanium and stainless s tee l  (Ref . 20), materials usually employed for  
propellant tankage. 
the test program for xb.~al  obsemation, test liquids were selected 
w i t h  surface tensions less  than 2.67 x 10-3 lbf / f t  t o  assure wettability 
with the cylinders, Ref . 21. 
monopropellants were not simulated. 
methanol mixtures could cover the monopropellant ,& range, however, their 
higher surface tensions would make them non-wetting t o  the cylinders.) 
Since the test liquids are wetting t o  the metallic foraminous specimens, 
the t e s t  specimens and t e s t  liquids simulated the wetting condition of 
a storable propellant i n  a metal storage tank. 
PhotQgrapktc quality. The dye did not affect the physical properties of 
It i s  seen that the / range of the test liquids i s  adequate 
The storables are essentially totally-wetting (Q S O o )  t o  aluminum, 
Since Plexiglas and Pyrex cylinders were used i n  
(Bis was one of the reasons why the 
Liquids such as water o r  water- 
A Smau trace of dye was added t o  the test liquids t o  prodde better 
the liquids. 
, 
i 
8 
EYwe 7: Plate f i  (left) and Plate iQ;8 (right) 
Figure'8: Plate #14 (left) and Plate #12 (Tight) 
Figure 9: P l a t s  #16 
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I 
5-3 5-2 
S-8 
Mgure U: TypicaL Soreen Barriers 
Thickness --1 
Figure 12: Typical hole layout pattern for plates 
w i t h  constant hol e (See %ble r) 
N E Wber  of holes hole &sole, 
LO 
Table I : Foraminous Barrier Specif ioations 
Perf'orated plate b e e r  specifications 
see Figure 12 for  nomenclature 
d T 
in. in. R3 in. N3 
R2 
Nl in. Np R1 
Plate 
No. Material in. 
1 S.S. 1.38 8 .688 .OX) 
2 S.S. 0.80 8 1.37 8 2.05 8 . 344 .OX) 
3 S.S. 1.64 8 .812 0020 
4 S.S. 0.81 8 1.65 8 . 438 0020 
5 S.S. 1.93 8 1.062 0020 
6 S.S. 1.05 8 2 ~ 1 .  8 * 531 . 020 
7 Al Contains three pore sizes with . 344 
largest pore i n  center. Five plates .313 
with same hole layout, but different .281 
thiokness,. 0.016, 0.032, 0.087, 
0.325, and 0.1gO in. (Mgurc 7). 
8 Al Contains three pore sizes with small- .281 
est hole i n  center. Same thickness .313 
9 Al 0~56 6 1.12 12 1.70 18 .281 
i n  plate 7 (Figure 7). . 344 
10 A l  0.88 6 1.77 12 437 0087 
11 Al 1.44 6 0719 .087 
12 Al Three pore sizes with larger pore 500 0087 
13 Al 1.00 6 2.00 12 500 .087 
14 Al Three pore sizes w i t h  larger pore .681 .087 
15 Al 1.06 6 2.12 12 53 .087 
16 PIl. Three pore sizes w i t h  Larger pores .875 .087 
on inner hole circle (1.75 dlla.) 
Pores on outer hole C;til.de 
(3.75" ua.) are alternately .oak2 
and 0.750 (EYgure 9 )  
17 Al 1.35 6 .625 0087 
18 f i  1.87 6 937 .087 
19 Al 0.62 6 1.25 12 1.88 18 .313 .087 
20 Al 0.86 6 1.75 12 375 .087 
21 AL 0.81 6 1.62 12 0406 .087 
22 Al i.ig 6 i.go 6 294 .087 
23 Al 1.12 6 2.00 12 . 562 .087 
24 Al 0.79 6 1.57 12 2.06 18 .344 .057 
25 &I. 0.94 6 1.88 12 .469 .087 
i n  center (Figure 8) .b6 . 344 
. 625 
e 562 
.812 
750 
i n  center (Figure 8) 
d T 
in. in. 
.26 AJ. 1.56 6 .781 .087 
27 Al 1.74 6 0969 .087 
28 Al 1.31 6 . 656 .087 
29 Al 1.62 6 -812 .087 
30 Al 1.55 5 937 .087 
3 Al 1.37 6 . 687 .087 
32 A l  1.80 6 .go6 0087 
33 Al 3.406 .087 
Al 3.594 .087 
35 Al 2.156 .087 
34 
Al 2.344 .087 
2 593 .087 
36 
37 
Al 2 a 781 .087 
39 Al 4,562 a 1 2 0  
38 
R3 in. Nq R2 N1 in. N9 
Plate 81 
No. Material in. - 
Material Abbreviations: S e s e  z stainless steel 
Al  aluminum 
Br = brass 
B, Square Weave Screen Barrier Specifications 
i 
Screen Wire dia. Open Widtb 
NO . Material Mesh in. in. 
s-1 
s -2 
s-3 
S-4 
s-5 
S-6 
s-7 
s -8 
S-9 
s-10 
S-J.3 
s-12 
s-13 
Br. 
S.S. 
S o S a  
S.S. 
S.S. 
S.S. 
S.S. 
S.S. 
S.S. 
S.S. 
S.S. 
S a S o  
S.S. 
1 0 . 192 .808 
0.120/ .080 . 505/.420 
0.092 352 
1 0.162 .838 
2 0 .om . 420 
2 0.092 0408 
1 0.120 0880 
5 0.041 -159 
3* 0,. 080 . a 6  
0,054 279 
0.080 . 320 
0.080 505 
.o80/,o80/.105 .364/.320/.395 
& 
5/8” 
12 
C. MONOPROPEL- 
LANTS : 
Hydrogen Per- 
Wdrazine 
D. TEST LIQUIDS: 
oxide (rn) 
!rABLE! 11. 
1*55(e) 
1.84 e 
1.27 e 
PHYSICAL PROPEBTIES - TEST LIQUIDS AND STORABLE PROPELUWTS 
10.1 
l.95 
.15 
I cQ.4 
F'reonTF 
KINEMATIC SWA 
TENSION ( p x  10 CE 1 
f t3/sec2 
12.0 
13.8 
12.5 
10.3 
13-5 
6.68 
9.98 
4.74 
20.0 
22.3 
CONTACT ANGm(8) 
DJKZU!ZS* 
0-2(b) - 
0-45' (a) - - 
1-2(b) 
0-2(b) 
* Contact angles for st0rab;les are for  Pyrex, 6061-36 Polished Aluminum, 301 Polished Stainless I 
Steel and ASTM 8348-59T Grade 6 Polished Titanium Alloy; for  t e s t  liquids they represent 
contact with Pyrex. 
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D. Procedure 
The glass specimens were washed i n  a warn detergent solution, 
rinsed with tap water, and air  dried prior t o  use. The perforated 
plates and screen barriers were dipped i n  an acid solution, rinsed with 
water, and air dried. 
The spechens were f i l l e d  with test f lu id  t o  the desired level, 
attached t o  the mounting platform and positioned i n  the inner capsule, 
Figure 4. 
t o  1/4-in. above the upper-surfaces of the foraminous bamiers. A 
liquid layer was neededto assure complete wetting of the barriers 
prior t o  drop initiation. 
a t h o u t  a l iquid cover overall test setup misalignment could result 
i n  the barriers not being completely wetted. 
The liquid level for  the majority of tests was about 1/16-in. 
Results f r o m  i n i t i a l  tests showed that  
The mounting plktfom also supported the movie camera, accelero- 
meter and other associated equipment, and was positioned parallel  t o  
the top of the inner capsule (within 1/64-in.). 
perpendicular t o  the capsule's vertical  centerline as determined with 
a transit.  
coincident with a vertical  ldne through the capsule's suspension 
Mint. 
force, were then attached t o  the bottom of the capsule on the center- 
lgne, so that  the force acted along th i s  l ine  during the tes t .  A 
plumb bob was used t o  determine the amount and positioning of the 
balancing weights attached t o  the top of the capsule. 
The top surface i s  
The capsule was then balanced so that i t s  centerline was 
The NEG'ATOR spring motors, used t o  provide the accelerating 
i 
The spring motors were selected based upon their  constancy of 
force versus l inear deflection as determined on a tensile testor 
(Tinnius Olsen Universal T e s t  Maohine). The three motors (5-lbf 
nominal, ea) used for  the highest acceleration test condition provided 
an average force of 16.5-lbf over the deflection range (49-in.). 
variation was  less thanLO.25-lbf. The two motors (3-lbf nominal, ea) 
used for  the mid-range acceleration condition provided an average 
force of 6.0-1bf with variations less than20e25-lbf over the deflection 
range of 2binches. 
the lowest acceleration condition provided an average force of 0.435-1bf 
w i t h  a deviation of 2OeO15-lbf over its 6-in. deflection range. The 
calibrations were made a t  a deflection rate of 10-in. per min., about 
one order of magnitude less than that for  the  actual drops, however, 
based upon prev?lous experience the calibration results are applicable. 
The spring motors were checked between drops using a sinrple spring 
scale t o  determine any gross changes i n  operating characteristics. 
Force 
The single motor (0,375-1bf nominal) used fo r  
A check on the average acceleration of the inner capsule for  the 
entire drop interval was provided by the low-g t i m e  obtained and the 
14 
total ' re la t ive travel of the  capsules. Low-g ini t ia t ion and tennina- 
t ion were signalled by flash bulbs positioned i n  the inner capsule i n  
view of the camera. 
The inner-capsule acceleration during initial tests was checked by 
an accelerometer attached t o  the mounting platform. The meter provided 
the relative displacement-time relationship of the 0.813-in. steel ball  
that was  recorded on a CEC Model 5-123 recorder located at the second 
level of the s ix  level laboratory. The b a l l  interrupted current f l o w  
i n  geparate photo diode circuits as it passed between the l ight  source 
and diode. 
highest acceleration test condition (0,055-g) the acceleration history 
i s  limited t o  only about 70$ of the to t a l  drop interval. 
Since the meter i s  limited t o  a height of 24-in., at the 
After f ina l  capsule assembly and evacuation of the drag shield, 
the package w a s  hoisted t o  i t s  75-ft drop height. 
package was then allowed a period of about five minutes t o  stabilize 
i t se l f ,  and i t s  contents, prior t o  each drop. 
activated about one second, or  so, before capsule release t o  permit 
the  camera t o  a t ta in  constant speed (200 fps) and t o  provide a one-$ 
reference condition. The transition t o  the low-g condition, tending 
t o  settle liquid from beneath the foraminous material t o  the opposite 
end of the cylinders, occurs within approximately 15-milliseconds 
after severing the single 5/16-in. machine bol t  from which the drop 
capsule package is  suspended. 
near instantaneous. 
test liquids at three different  acceleration levels over the range 
from 0.001- t o  0.G-g. 
evaluated with emphasis given t o  the plates. They appear t o  be more 
practical due t o  w e i g h t  considerations alone fo r  applications where 
relatively large pore sizes (d > .lO-in.) can be used. As a result, 
more tests were made using plate barriers. 
barrier considered stable i n  one cylindrical specimen with a barrier 
considered unstable fo r  the same liquid i n  the other cylinder. Sub- 
sequent tests would then be m a d e  with pore sizes i n  the unstable plate 
reduced and the holes i n  the stable plate enlarged. 
m i n i m u m  change i n  hole s i ze  was selected as l/32-in. 
would converge on the c r i t i ca l  s i z e  i n  t h i s  manner. 
decided t o  begin testing a t  the highest low-g level sinoe the smaller 
holes could be more easily machined. 
The drop capsule 
Camera and l ights  were 
Transition from one- t o  zero-g i s  
The general plan was  t o  determine the c r i t i ca l  pore size for  the 
30th perforated plates and screens were to be 
The plan was t o  test a 
A practical 
It was further 
We, therefore, 
111. EXPERfMENTAL RESULTS 
A t o t a l  of 77 data producing drop tests was made. Of these, 14 
evaluated pore s tab i l i ty  of various square weave screens. 
63 drop tests, was made fo r  different perforated plate configurations 
since the primary techniual objective was t o  experimentally verif'y pore 
s tabi l i ty  of bare, uncoated, perforated barriers. 
The remainder, 
35 
i 
A s m a r y  of al.1 t e s t  results i s  presented i n  Table In. Thc 
foraminous barriers and t e s t  liquids are l i s ted  fo r  each test, 
average acceleration level calculated from the average XEG*ATOR spring 
force (page 13)  and inner-capsule ( tes t  oell)  mass i s  presented. 
Stabil i ty results and Bo numbers are also presented. 
are based upon pore radius, for  the case of perforated plates, and 
one-half the open dimension, for the square weave screens. Physical 
property data listed i n  TEible I1 were used for  the three Lest liquids 
with no corrections applied t o  aompensata for  temperature ark pressure 
differences, The average acceleration was also used i n  the Bo number 
calculation . 
The 
The latter values 
The stabil i ty c r i te r ia  used t o  evaluate test results were: 
1) the pore was  stable if  no gas were ingested through the 
barrier during the drop interval; o r  
2) the pore was stable i f  the Uquid-gas interface configuration 
showed no time dependence during the drop interval,, 
!Phe first criterion was  applicable t o  the two higher acceleration test 
conditions while the second w a s  used for the lowest acceleration test 
condition, 
section of the report, Chapter IV. 
These cr i te r ia  are discussed i n  more d e t a l  i n  the next 
'phe stable and unstable test data fo r  bare, uncoated, perforated 
plate barriers are premnted i n  Figure 13. 
are plotted against the ra t io  of kinematic surface tension, ,& -to- 
average acaeleration,during tes t .  
i s  the theoretical boundary separating the stable and unstable regiona. 
It i s  based upon a theoretical. c r i t i ca l  Bo number of 0.842 based on 
pore radius. There i s  some elrperimental scatter, partiuularly at the 
lowest acceleration test condition of 0,0014-gr However, the test 
data show relatively good verification of the Bo number criterion f o r  
hydrostatic pore s tabi l i ty  and also fa i r ly  good agreement with the theoretioal 
critical. Bo number value. 
The pore radii tested 
The straight l i n e  shown on the plot 
%e stabi l i ty  data for  the square weave screens are presented 
similarly i n  Figure 14. 
tests were conducted for  screens and results are less conclusive than 
for  the perforated plates. Again, the data do verify the Bo number 
criterion a6 with the plates, however, the c r i t i ca l  Bo numbisr based 
on the test results is considerably less than the theoretical value of 
0,842. 
Pore size, as presented i n  Figure 14, i s  one-half the opening width of the 
square weave screen. 
similar type sereens under one-g, Ref .  18, one-half the hole opening was  
used as the pore radius and results %reed with the 0.842 Bond number value. 
However, the screen holes and wire sizes were at  least an order of magnitude 
smaller than those used i n  this program. 
for  the difference i n  results. The crimping method used t o  fabricate square 
weave screen produces pores that  are not or.tshOg-1 t0 the cylinder ax is .  
the circular pore assumption may no longer be valid for the large square open- 
ings unless a so-called 'effective' pore radius i s  used that is l e s s  than one- 
half the square opening. Based upon these somewhat limited data, Figure 14, 
the effective radius i s  only about 0.73 that of the one-half open dimension. 
As mentioned earlier, considerably fewer 
A value of 0,450, based on one-half the screen opening, i s  indicated, 
In a previous pore s tabi l i ty  investigation of 
It i s  believed that this may account 
Also, 
a6 
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1 0 ,020 
1 0.020 
3 0,020 
5 0.020 
s-i 0.192 
s-5 0.l62 
0.092 
S-l@ 0.092 
s-68 0.080 
s-7 0.092 
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0.087 7 
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0.032 8 
0.0% 8 
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0.032 7 
0.032 7 
0.125 7 
0.020 3.19 
0.020 3.26 
0.018 3:$k 
0.020 
0.092 4.46 
0.080 3.36 
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0.lgO 4.46 
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0.032 0.331 
0 287 
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0.287 
0.333. 
0.087 Same 
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0.016 same 
0.032 Same 
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Run Barriers Bond No. Stable Accele- 
No. Liquid Left Cyl. Right Cyl. Left Cyl. R i g h t  Cyl. Left Cyl. R i g h t  Cyl. ration 
No. T, in. No. T, in. 
7 
7 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
8-3 
s-3 
s-3 
14 
12 
3.2 
12 
8 
16 
ll 
9 
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0.125 7 0.190 0.331 
0.287 
0.222 
0.125 7 0.lgO 0-807 
0.675 
0.543 
0.087 14 0.087 0,331 
0.460 
0.695 
0.087 14 0.087 0.805 
1.uo 
1.650 
0.087 14 0.087 Saw 
0.087 14 0.087 Same 
0.087 14 0.087 Same 
0.087 14 0.087 Sam@ 
0.087 14 0.087 Same 
0.087 14 0.087 Same 
0.087 14 0.087 Same 
0.087 14 0.087 0,560 
0.780 
0.885 
0.087 14  0.087 Same 
0.087 14 0.087 Same 
0.087 14 0.087 same 
0.080 5-42 0.120 0.369 
0.105 0,432 
h e  S-2 Same 0.895 
0.695 
same 5-2 Same 0.624 
0.484 
0 744 
0.19 14 0.032 1.485 
2,855 
0.080 0.080 0.285 
31.052 
o.igo 12 0.032 0.805 
1.108 
0.032 12 o.igo 0.870 
1.192 
0.032 12  o.igo 0.870 
0.087 12 o.ig0 0.584 
0 9675 
0.087 18 0.087 1,640 
1 - 9 9  
0.087 13 0.087 0.890 
0.087 10 0.087 0.577 
2. 33.0 
0.087 22 0.087 0.845 
0.331 
0.287 
0.222 
0 . ~ 7  
0.675 
0.543 
1.085 
1.325 
2 . ~ 5  
2.560 
3.220 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
SWl@ 
Sam@ 
1.490 
1.855 
2.245 
Same 
Sam63 
Same 
0.494 
0 . 874 
0.710 
1 0 750 
1.210 
1.220 
0.840 
1.485 
1.855 
0.805 
1.108 
0 . 870 
1.192 
0 870 
2.640 
0.870 
0 745 
2.520 
10805 
Yes 
Yes 
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No 
No 
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No 
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No 
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No 
No 
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A51 
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,051 
,051 
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.051 
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.051 
A31 
-0511 
:055 
355 
1055 
-055 
-055 
0055 
0055 
0055 
-055 
-055 
-055 
,053 
*051 
0051 
-051. 
e051 
0051 
0051 
0051 
051 
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Accele - RUU Barriers Bond NO. Stable 
NO. Liquid Left Cyl.  Right Cyl. Left Cyl. Right Cyl. Left Cyl. Right Cyl. ration 
No. T, in. No. T, in .  
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
65 
66 
67 
77 
77 
78 
78 
79 
79 
80 
80 
81 
81 
83 
M 
F 
C 
M 
F 
C 
M 
F 
C 
M 
F 
C 
M 
F 
C 
M 
F 
C 
F 
F 
C 
C 
M 
M 
F 
F 
C 
c 
M 
15 
19 
10 
23. 
24 
25 
26 
25 
15 
29 
13 
23 u 
15 
22 
33 
35 
37 
s-12 
S-9 
5-12 
s -6 
s -5 
s-13 
s-5 
s-13 
s -1 
S-6 
33 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
0 . 087 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
0.080 
0 . 041 
0.080 
0.080 
0.162 
0.080 
0.162 
0.080 
0.192 
0,080 
0.087 
17 0.087 
x) 0.087 
23 0.087 
21 0.087 
15 0.087 
27 0.087 
U 0.087 
22 0.087 
28 0.087 
3 0.087 
17 0.087 
3 0.087 
22 0.087 
34 0.087 
36 0.087 
38 0.087 
S - l l  0.054 
s-10 0.080 
s-7 0.092 
s-4 0.092 
s-1 0.192 
s-6 0.080 
s-i 0.192 
S-6 0.080 
s-5 0.162 
s4.3 0.080 
39 0.m 
32 0.087 
28 0.087 
0.858 
0.726 
0 985 
0.962 
0 . 872 
1.122 
0 . 666 
0.578 
0 570 
0 . 716 
0.645 
0 . 642 
0 . 815 
0 839 
0 . 708 
0.899 
0.864 
0.880 
0.680 
0.164 
0.473 
0 0792 
1.870 
0.677 
1.655 
0.596 
0.289 
0 . %lo 
1.540 
1.178 
1.040 
1.624 
1.074 
1.30 
1.450 
1.034 
1.132 
1.030 
0,970 
1 i041 
O i g 6 3  
0 : 939 
0.941 
0.880 
1.008 
0;9$ 
1.015 
0.505 
0.254 
0 752 
0.565 
1 750 
0.466 
1.540 
0.415 
1.655 
0.416 
1.460 
No 
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‘0055 
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-055 . 
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.020 
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.Ox) 
0020 
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.020 
. O S  
,020 
.0014 
10014 . 0014 
0 . 0483 
0.0483 
0.0483 
0.0483 
0.0483 
0.0483 
0 OS75 
0,0175 
0 0 0175 
0,0175 
.o0127 
@ The barriers used for these tests were coated with a thin film of Teflon. 
@ Liquid designation: 
@ Bond Numbers l i s t ed  are based on pore radius. 
@ Liquid level was initially 1.0” above the plate. 
@ Liquid level w a s  i n i t i a l l y  1.0” below the plate. 
F s Freon T.F.; C r: Carbon Tetrachloride; M = Methanol 
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Figure 14:. Stabil i ty Characteristics of Square Weave Screen Barriers 
Ln addition t o  the primary technical objectives mentioned earlier, sane 
consideration w a s  also given t o  the effect of low surface energy coatings, 
plate thickness-to-hole s i ze  rqtio and liquid level beneath the barrier 
(hydrostatic head) on pore stabil i ty.  
The effect  of !Teflon coating on b 
investigated for plate and soreen barn 
A'thin coat of Teflon, 
Two forms of applicatio 
Ho. 850-204, requiring 
barriers used i n  runs 7a and 9a. 
Stephenson C h d a a l  Co, 1QQM,S. 122, was used on the remaining barriers, 
Run 8a and Runs 10a .through 12a. 
er perfo-ce was briefly 
during tests 7a through 128. 
s applied t o  the barriers. 
n resin, E. I. DuPont 
s was applied t o  the 
A fluorocarbon spray coating, M&ller- 
It appeared that flon coating promoted s tabi l i ty  considering the 
results from 
when uncoate 
under the s 
however, above 
the barrier was 
the t e s t  procedure, I L D I  the f i  
was made w i t h  the liqxtd level jus t  slight;;ly above the upper-surface 
el in ~ u n  8a was, 
- 
3 
Figure 15 , Pore s tab i l i ty  (Run No, 8a) i s  pictured in upper photos; 
instabi l i ty  (Run No. 2a) i n  lower pictures, T e s t  l iquid 
i s  Cc14 and acceleration level  i s  0.051-g. 
22 
of the barrier, as determined prior t o  install ing the test specimens 
i n  the' inner-capsule. Filmed results &owed, however, that  prior t0 
drop ini t ia t ion the level appeared t o  actually be slightly below the 
upper-surfaess due t o  overall misalignment. . Results fo r  most of 
these eczfly tests showed massive gas ingestion at  drop initiation, 
as sham i n  Figure 16). The results from Runs 3a and 9a indicated 
s tabi l i ty  with the uncoated plate but not w i t h  the coated one, which 
i s  contradictory. 
coatings, were unstable. Due t o  the f e w  t e s t s  made with low surface 
energy coatings, no definite conclusions can be made. 
All of the screen samples tested, with and without 
The effect  of different plate thickness-to-pore size ra t ios  on 
interface s tabi l i ty  was  evaluated. As an example, plates #7 and #% 
had the same Llree pore sizes, 0.281, 0.313 and 0.3&-in., but different 
plate thicknesses of 0.016, 0.032, 0.087, 0.125 and 0.190-in. There was  
no observable effect  on interface stabil i ty,  however, due t o  these 
different plate thickness-to-pore size ratios. 
above these barriers during stable conditions did appear greater with 
the thicker plates, however, 
liquid-gas interface may have formed a t  the bottom-surface of the 
plates rather than a t  the upper-surface. 
tions, the thicker plates generally required more time t o  breakdown. 
As an example, for  Run 35 the thicker plate (0.lgO-in.) appeared to 
breakdown after about 1.15-sec whereas the thinner plate (O.032-in. ) 
broke down at  approximately 0.90-seconds. %e test acceleration was 
The amount of liquid 
This result tends t o  suggest that the 
Also, under unstable condi- 
0.051-g. 
Plates were studied at  a 6-in. hydrostatic head condition except 
Runs 37, 38 and 39. 
expected, based upon the discussion presented i n  Chapter I, there was  
no noticeable effect on t e s t  results. 
were conducted t o  observe the effect  of the i n i t i a l  liquid level being 
one-in. above, and below, the plate barrier, respectively, The results 
from Run 22a, presented i n  pictorial  sequence i n  Figure 17, show pore 
interface s tabi l i ty  was achieved i n  both plates fo r  the condition of 
liquid one-in. above the upper-surface. This i s  as one would expect 
sznce the plates had been stable i n  previous tests. In Run 23a for  the 
condition one-in. below, F'igure 18, l iquid passed through the plates 
ini t ia l ly ,  but was followed by a condition which appeared t o  be stable. 
More l iquid seemed t o  pass through the thinner plate (O.032-in.) during 
the unstable period. 
s ta t ic  but rather hydrodylzamic. 
applies. 
surface tension forces. 
For these ~ u n s  only,the head was 4-inches. As 
In addition, Runs 22a and 23a 
The test condition is, of course, no longer hydro- 
The Bo number eri tsrion no longer 
The criterion now is the We number, a ra t io  of inertia-to- 
N. DISCUSSIOM OF RESULTS 
"he t e s t  procedure, as described i n  I L D ,  was for  low-g t o  be 
ini t ia ted w i t h  capsule release, i.e., a near-instantaneous transition 
from one-g (positive) t o  the low-g (negative) condition. The liquid 
beneath the foraminous barriers i s  subjected t o  a sudden hpulse 
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tending t o  se t t l e  liquid through the flat barriers t o  the opposite tank- 
end.* The drop tests simulated the  desired engine shutdown condition 
except that  the change i n  acceleration (from one- t o  zero-g) i s  several 
orders of magnitude shorter than the probable in-space occurrence. For 
example, the Titan Transtage main engine thrust t a i lo f f  occurs over 
a one-sec interval with typical thrust decay from 16,000- t o  2,000-lbf 
occurring during the i n i t i a l  0.4-second. The drop tower transit ion 
period i s  near-instantaneous. 
that  supports the capsule package prior t o  the drop. This near-instant- 
aneous aceeleration change tends t o  present a more severe condition on 
pore s tab i l i ty  due t o  possible f lu id  motion caused by l iquid compression 
and structural  relaxation phenomena. 
t o  a compressed spring. 
compression energy i s  transformed entirely t o  kinetic energy and the 
spring jumps. If compression is  released more slowly, the spring tends 
t o  accomodate t o  the changing force and merely expands. 
phenomenon, structural relaxation, results from load bearing material 
deflecting t o  a t ta in  new equilibrium positions following a change i n  
acceleration. As mentioned, both phenomena tend t o  cause unwanted 
i n i t i a l  f luid motion i n  the hydrostatic s tab i l i ty  tests. The filmed 
tes t  results, however, showed l i t t l e ,  or  no, f luid motion during drop 
init iation. This negligible effect  resulted because the test liquids 
possess relatively low liquid compression response times and corres- 
ponding maximan velocities, on the order of 0.5-milliseconds and 0.09-in/sec, 
respectively, based on the analytical method outlined i n  Ref .  22. 
the drop capsule hardware was built  t o  minimize relaxation effects, 
Ref e 23. 
cylindrical specimens were also relatively stiff and rigid. 
Zero-g i s  effected by shearing a bol t  
Liquid compression i s  analogous 
If the compression i s  released quickly, 
The second 
Also, 
The foraminous barriers, Table I, and the thick-wall (*-in.) 
The magnitude of the &op test  acceleration change, one-g, corres- 
ponds t o  a probable space operation, again based upon the Transtage. 
As discussed i n  Par t s  C and D, Chapter TI, the tes t  liquids were 
chose2 and cleaning methods used t o  provide data applicable t o  storable 
propellants. Care was also exercised, Chapter II.D, t o  provide the desired 
axisymmetric settling acceleration conditions. 
regimes observed during the program tend t o  substantiate the axisymmetric 
case. For the majority of tests, l iquid motion was symmetrical tending t o  
suggest that  the accelerating force was axisymmetric ( to  within one degree) 
based upon the l iquid resettling results obtained during the CLEO Wogram, 
Contract w8-11328. During the l a t t e r  program, off -axis accelerations of 
one degree caused definite unsymrnetric liquid motion during resettling. 
The liquid set t l ing flow 
The terms, positive and negative, are used t o  denote dlrection of the 
acceleration vector. The negative case tends t o  relocate liquid from 
beneath the barrier t o  the opposite end of the cylindrical specimen 
whereas the positive acceleration acts i n  the opposite direction tending 
t o  oppose liquid relocation. 
The method suggested in Ref. 24 for single-sample experiments was 
The used to provide some measure of reliability for the test results. 
second-power equation (equation 7, Ref. 24) was used to estimate the 
aocuracy of the Bo number determination: 
where w is the uncertainty interval, plus or minus, associated with the 
Bo number and the variables in the Bo number relationship: 
Pf R2 
m r  B o t -  
where f' is liquid density; f is average PEEG'ATOR spring force; R is 
pore radius; m is dro capsule mass; and cr is liqdd-vapor surface 
tension. Equation (31 is valid only when the uncertainties associated 
with each variable are based upon the same odds. 
are presented for the variables in the Bo number relatsonship at 
low-g test conditions in Table IV. 
of 20:l. In other words, the best value for each variable is the 
average value and the odds are 20:l that the true value lies within the 
uncertainties, as listed. 
These uncertainties 
They are based upon probable odds 
~ 
Table h. Pertinent Variables and Their Uncertainty Intervals 
A. Representative of 0.051-g Condition 
Variable Symbol Ave. Value Uncertainty Interval (w) 
Accelerating force f 16.5 lbp - + 0.25 lbf 
Test cell mass m 324.0 1 + 1.0 I& 
Liquid-gas surface tension fl 22.6 dyne/cm - + 1.0 me/= 
Pore radius R 0.141 in. - + 0.003 in. 
Liquid. density p 49.4 1 3 C U  ft z: 0.5 lb&u ft 
B. Representative of 0.020-g Condition* 
Variable Symbol Ave. Value Uncertainty IntervtiL (w) 
Accelerating f Orce f 6.0 t 0.25 
+ 1.0 Test cell mass m 300.0 - 
Pore radius R 0.391 - + 0.003 
C. Representative of 0.00145-g Condition* 
Variable Symbol Ave. Value Uncertainty Bterval (w) 
Accelerating force f 0.435 - + 0.015 
Test cell mass m 300.0 - 
Pore radius R 1.703 d + 0.003 
+ 1.0 
*Liquid density and surface tension values are the same at all g-levels. 
The test liqudd is methanol. 
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P a r t i a l  differentiation of the Bo relationship wlth respect t o  
second order un- ea& of the variables and non-drtmensionaliaing 
certainty equation by dieding by the Bo nmber fields: 
Substitution of the average values and uncerYt;&nty intervals (Wble N) 
fo r  each of the variables provided the following Bo number unserta,inty 
l imits  at  the three basio low-g test condftions. The uncertainties 
are + 6.346 at 
The ;umbers were uetJlculaGd usinps methanol propgrties md the smallest 
pore sizes used with =ethanol for  tests. 
of the other t e s t  liquids, Freon TF and carbon tetrachloride, and pore 
sizes, as w e l l .  It is interesting that at the lowest g-level probable 
inaccuraaies i n  suflace tension and accelerat on force were the -re 
significm$contributing about equally t o  the Bo number uncertainty. 
A t  0.02-g, this wain was the case. 
and surf'aoe tension variations re  the or i t ica l  variables i n  deter- 
mining Bo number rel iabi l i ty .  
-051-g, + 6.e a% 0.020-g, and c 5.6s a t  .0014-g. 
The ranges are representative 
Whereas at 0,051-g, pore size 
The stabil i ty,  or  instabil i ty,  of a given foraminous barrier was 
detemuined f r o m  the 16-nmt aolor film documenting the entire drop test 
interval. Stabil i ty eriteria were by definjltion either that no gas 
was ingested through the pores of the for&nous material into the 
liquid beneath the material or  tha t  the interface configuration was 
independent of time during the drop interval. 
Typioal of the gas ingestion oriterion i s  the photo sequence 
presentedin Figure 19. Se 
i n  the @inder a t  the right at At  t 0.g"6-sec, however, as Shawn i n  
the subsequent photos only- o l e  grew and detached. other runs 
showing gas ingestion 
from a number of i n l t i e t J l  
equa3. t o  the effective p 
facre ahawes 4wing tihe 
tending t m d s  it 
and because of the 
ea& pore of the b 
size, &/or aneven l i qaa  
, or  more, bubble sites are evident 
except that two or  three bubbles 
liquid-gas in te r -  
*As mentioned, a li 
soreens were canple ea& test. !%e motion of t h i s  liquid 
CLEO Program, 
of the test 
resulted i n  liquid <rovering ers. Breakdown 
sed to  assure that the plates and 
fo r  the pres 013~ 
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h 
?! 
several, gas bubbles tend t o  reach c r i t i ca l  bubble size at about the 
same time. 
of curvature (Ref . 25): Bubble pressure i s  inversely proportional t o  i ts  radius 
or for  a spherical interfaae (R I R I R2) the pressure afference 
across the bubble surface, (AP),, $s simply; 
neglecting contaot -le effects. 
or no curvature of the pore interface, the radius of curvature approacihes 
inf'inity and the bubble pressure i s  near-zero. As the low-g condition 
continues, the interface b e e a s  curved w i t h  the radius of curvature 
decreasing so that differential  bubble pressure increases to a maximum 
that oocurs when the radius of curvature i s  equal t o  the effective 
pore radius. 
moves tawards a spherical shape and the bubble tends t o  detach. 
a bubble leaves, as i n  Figure 19, bubble breakthrough tends t o  continue 
a t  that site i n  preference t o  developing new instabi l i ty  areas. 
discussed i n  Ref .  26, a supplementary force acts on new bubbles being 
formed due to  tearoff and motion of the bubbles that have already le f t  
the barrier surface. 
A t  drop ini t ia t ion when Were i s  Uttae 
Once this pressure condition i s  attained, the curvature 
Once 
As 
The type of bubble breakthrough discussed was observable from the 
filmed test results except at  the lowest acceleration eondition 
(a = 0A014-g)0 Because of the relatively large pore sizes (Wble I) 
and 5-in. I.D. t e s t  specinens, the perforated plate barriers eould 
contain a single pore only. Instabil i ty was, therefore, a different 
phenomenon than at the other drop tower test conditions. Rather than 
observance of gas breakthrough, the interface configuration was observed 
to determine whether or  not it was independent of time. Zt' it was, the 
pore was considered t o  be stable. 
stability was  that the interface be time dependent during the drop test 
interval. Both the interface configuration and liqu%d motion up the w a l l s  
of the container were observed t o  establish the time dependence. 
two, the liquld motion along the walls could be determinedxaore accurately 
from the filmed results. When this velocity slowed t o  zero, the 
interface configuration was assumed t o  be stable. 
continued t o  move. upward along the walls, the interface configuration 
was assmed t o  be unstable. 
Conversely, the criterion fo r  in- 
of the 
If the liquid layer 
e 
. 
V, CONCLUSIOPJS AID RECOl4IMEEmAfpIONS 
A. Conclusions 
The results of t h i s  program are directly applicable t o  the design 
of capillary systems t o  control f luids during low-g operation. 
designer mst possess these c r i t e r i a  t o  seleut foraminous &terjtal that 
will assure satisfactory and reliable syslxm operation. As an example, 
let 's look at a storable, liquid propellant storage system that might 
have application for  an interplanetary mission, IFYgure 20. 
compartmented capillary design i s  representative of a mlssion during 
which there are several major l iquid expulsion demands (two aourse 
corrections and an orbi t  insertion) and propellant center-of =m?~ss, 
c.m,, control i s  a requirement. Venting i s  not a consideration since 
it i s  assumed that the propellants axe storable such as nitrogen %et- 
roxide and nonaethylbydrazine, 
The 
The 
The perforated bulkheads are intended t o  provide corn. aontro13 
and are positioned a t  the location of the liquid fsee surface prior 
t o  each major draining. I n i t i a l  ullage i s  
above plate 1, %e first burn all empty 
the tank t o  plate 2 j  the second burn t o  
plate 3; wfth the final bum emptying the 
tank. The plates serve as one-way check 
valves permitting pressurization gas t o  enter 
each comparbnentto displace propellant dur- 
ing each draining a l e  maintaining propellant 
beneath the perforated plates. The position 
of the plates, except for  1, will undoubtedly 
only be known t o  some degree of tolerance. 
a result, based upon the results of t h i s  pro- 
gram, these plates should be positioned t o  
assure a l iquid cover. 
As 
It may also be desirable t o  use a  oree en 
or  perforated plate l iner,  as in Flgure 20, 
o r  a t  least a perforated segment wer the 
outlet  t o  prevent suction dip (Ref. 27) dur- 
ing  the last draining. A perforated l iner,  
i n  addition t o  preventing suction dip, w i l l  
also provide l iquid draining if  ullage w e r e  
t o  a c m e  beneath plate 3 prior t o  the last 
expulsion, R e f .  15. 
B. Reuonrmendations 
NO additional hydrostatic stabil i ty tests 
are recommended fo r  perforated plate barriers, 
It may be desirable to further sub6tantiate Qgwe 20: Compartmented !Tank 
W i t h  Perforated Partitions 
the c r i t i ca l  Bo value for  square weave scregns. However, their appli- 
uation as propellant containment dedaes does not appear t o  be as 
promising, due t o  weAght and fhb cation oonsiderations, when ocmpaxed 
t o  perforated plate. 
3% %s recc;wrmendt?d that damping capability of perforated plates, 
when the liquid level is some distance beneath the plate, be inyesti- 
gated fhrthar. W s  condition was investigated i n  several drop t e s t s  
me results of one tes t ,  Run 23a, i s  pictured 
i n  R g m e  18, 
longer applies but rather the We number (based on pore s izej  i s  now 
the stabi l i ty  er i t t r ion,  
&tical. values established, The effect of several different plate 
contours (other than f l a t )  should be studied. 
upan the results presented i n  Hgure 17, baffle-like plates, ngure  
21, would appear t o  ba more effective. !%e ring segment a t  the tank 
wall and the solid seation i n  the center of the baf'fle would tend to  
prevent liquid flowing along; the walls or  in a central liquid dome 
from leaving the trap during liquid resettling. 
again would serve as a one-way cheek valve, as described earlier. 
' during t h i s  progrcun, 
The hydztostatic Bo number oriterion, as seen no 
lplis should be verified ex$eslmentally and 
For example, based 
The foranxtnous section 
Stabil i ty has been verified under one-g 
and high-g i n  a centrifuge for  DUtch-TwiU, 
sureen (Ref. 15) and for  perforated plate 
under one-g (Ref. 3) w i t h  the actcrelera%ion 
parallel  to the screen. This is a more severe 
vecttor direction since oapillary foroes &one 
now nrust stabil ize the free surface interface. 
Ullage pressure no longer supports t;he liquid. 
% i s  stabi l i ty  phenonnenon should be ver;lfied 
for  perforated plate under low-g. 
understood that BSFC is  
such a drop tower study 
It is 
Another capillary desig; 
a d d i t i o a  d r q  tower vesif 
ref=, B e  abi l i ty  to off-load propellarnt 
i n  a eapillaxy ~ylatem i s  an attractive fea- 
ture. 
metallia and non-metallie bl 
example referring 
could be loaded t o  
were beneath plate 
to a lorp-g B O n d i t i  
aapillary foree 
Figures 28 and 23, and degree of 
FunQtions of pore size, annulus g 
acoeleration level need e r  verification. 
(It i s  not desimble t o  off-load 
E t h i s  level 
mast be expostad 
Figure 21: Compastmented Ta lk  i / With Baffle-Like Part i t ions,  
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lication to  aapilldury 
s several orders 
c r a p U q  systems for f l ight  
to  emLuate liquid 
of an orbital 
ram i s  reeonnnended. 
~ u ~ t i t a t i v e  data w i t h  regard 
sion efficlienq for different 
s mrtwria3.. lzlese areas would benefit during the 
j 
WS - Workshop 
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!&e type of experiment proposed is shuwn i n  Figure 22. Both tanlss, 
about one-ft i n  size, would contan capillary devices. 
be ahosen t o  keep the outside dimensions of the pa&age within 
20" x 25" x 40" per the AAP guideline. 
gnxltiple screen eonfiguration would be loaded on the ground. 
would carry the eqmriment package from the MCltiple Dooking Aaspter 
(&IDA) into the Orbital 'Workshop (WS)., 
would be to  emel a substitute liquld, probably methanol sinee a storable 
propellant can't be used due t o  AAP limitations, i n  multiple BLrainlngs 
t o  the receiver tank. Mter  expulsion i s  complete, =quid wauld %en 
be expelledback into the original storage tank and the &mining sequence 
cmntinuetd at different equls ion Z%'kS. Astronauts would m o n i t o r  the 
equls ion tests. A flow tmsducrer, sueh as the %MAP0 Mark 8, muld 
be used t~ sense rate  of f u l d  flow. The Maxk Vmodel senses flow rate 
as a product of the dynamic forces aeting upon a flxed body immersed in 
the flow streaa. Since the transducer Bacasures a drag force, a f'unution 
of fluid density, whether a single-phase l iquid is W n e d ,  or not, should 
be determLnab1e. A sight @.am would also be used k, determine single 
phase flow. 
photographic coverage t o  s i g h t  prts only. 
could be documented, however, to evB1uate slosh and fluid ax.rbro1. 
fluid motion a d  control would be monitored by an astronaut uslng a 
16 mm a81mera. Pressures and temperatures will be ~tmasured. Sensitltv6, 
three-axes aceelercxueters w i l l  be used, i f  needed, t ta  pruvide an aoeelera- 
t ion histcay t o  aorrelate the quantitative h s t  results. 
Tank simw will 
Only one tank, preferably the 
The in-spaee test procre&u?.w 
Astmnauts 
!€?he m l t i p l e  sereen tarik will l-tvisual observation and 
Contents of the cylindrical tank 
This 
1 F Pressure Regulator Valve 
2 - Flowmeter 
Figure 22: 
4 - Burst Msc 
5 - Instrumentation Port 
3 - Solenoid Valve 6 - E y l l  
&rtin Marietta Proposed Orbital Experiment 
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Appendix A: Literature Review 
A survey of the literature pertaining t o  hydrostatic s tabi l i ty  
made by Dr. T. E. Bowman is  presented as background material t o  this 
experimental study. 
Perhaps the most logical. starting point i n  any consideration 
of liquid-vapor interfaces i s  the question of s t a t i c  equilibrium 
shape of the interface. The monumental. book i n  this area i s  that  
by Bashforth and Mams (Ref  1), who developed a method f o r  numeriaally 
solving the equation of capillari ty and presented the results i n  
voluminous tables as a function of f luid properties, gravitational 
acceleration, and contact angle. 
of the capillari ty literature up t o  the time of their work, and reported 
on some of their  own experimental. work that gave results i n  very good 
agreement with the i r  nmerical calculations. 
interpolated more detai l  into the Bashforth and Adams tables. 
They al.so presented a thorough survey 
Fordham (Ref 2) has 
Bashforth and Adams confined their investigation t o  the aase 
&ere the surface is symmetric about an axis parallel t o  the direction 
of the gmvitatiorml acceleration, arbitrary i n  magnitude but not 
direction. Works by Larkin (Ref 3 and 4)  develop a method of solution 
for  the more general problem of nonaxisynnnetric surfaces and gravbta- 
tionaf aacelerations that are a r t i t m r y  i n  both direotion and magnitude. 
Solutions am presented and agreement With the special case documented 
by Bashforth and Adams is shown. 
Jurney (Ref 5 )  has adapted the tables of Bashforth and Adams t o  give 
interfaoe shapes fo r  known amounts of liquid contained i n  axisymmetric 
containers of various shapes (gravity, of course, being arbitrary i n  
magnitude but not direction since the Bashforth and Adam tables 
were used). Satterlee and Chin (Ref 6 )  presented the results of a 
a q u t e r  program fo r  the description of the liquid/vapor interface 
in  a right ciroular cylinder, a x i s  p a r a e l  t o  gravity, w h i c h  is 
perhaps more convenient t o  use than the Bashforth and Adams tables 
although it does not consider the more general problems investigated 
by Larkin o r  Jurney. 
Two other works are also of interest. 
Once the means of detemining the shape of the liquid/vapor 
interface i s  understood, the next step toward arriving at  a good 
theoretical understanding of foraminous material. consists of analyzing 
the s tabi l i ty  of the interface. 
the problem experimentally at  an earlier date, the first fonoal 
analysis of s tabi l i ty  of the interface between two fluids of different 
density was presented by Maxwell i n  h i s  classical Ebcycloped2a Britannica 
Although Duprez (Ref 7) had studied 
a r t i c l e  on Capillary Action (Ref 8). 
angle, Muwel l  considered the 'stability of the interface i n  orifices 
or  tubes of both circular and rectangular cross section. 
where the heavier f luid i s  on top of the lighter one, as i n  t h i s  
experimental program, MaxwellTs results can be manipulated t o  give a 
c r i t i ca l  Bond Numbeljt of 14.68 for  a cirrrular orifice, 12.35 fo r  a 
square orifice, and 2.47 i n  the l imi t ing  case where the rectangular 
orifice becomes a two-dimensional channel of unlimited length. It 
should be pointed out that  Maxwe1lfs analysis employed linearized 
equations and he assumed tha t  the location of the solid/liquid/vagor 
intersection was fixed. The linearization can be shown t o  lead t o  
identically correet s tabi l i ty  c r i te r ia  i n  the special case of a 9- 
degree contact angle, although it might have l i t t l e  value for  contact 
angles less than about 45 degrees. The second assumption is  probably 
a good one i n  the case of foraminous material, although it may not be 
r e d i s t i c  i n  the case of interfaces located i n  tubes. 
Assuming a *-degree contact 
In the case 
In the l a t t e r  case, the only effect of t h i s  assumption is  t o  
forbid nonsyarmetric solutions t o  the equations. Thus, i n  the circular 
case, Maxwell's results of 14.68 is always the correct s tabi l i ty  
criterion fo r  the lowest axisymmetric mode. If' Maxwell's analysis i s  
extended t o  consider the nonsymmetric modes, it i s  found that  the 
fundamental mode i n  the circular case becomes unstable at  f Bond number 
of 3.39-the same result  found by Satterlee and Reynolds (x\ , :P 9 )  for  
the case of a 90-degree contact angle. 
by Satterlke and Reynolds f o r  th i s  special case is, therefore, similar 
t o  Maxwe1l1s method of solution without the assumption of ax id  
symmetry. 
affect  h i s  result  i n  the case of the channel, where there can be no 
corresponding symmetry considerations because of the two-dimensionality 
of the interf'ace. 
by Concus (Ref 10) for  the 90-degree case. 
The method of solut on presented 
Maxwell's assumption of a $tuck edge condition does not 
Therefore, h i s  result i s  the same as that found 
It is  an unfortunate result of the conciseness of Maxwellfs 
presentation that his  solution fo r  the channel case i s  commonly 
attributed t o  Lamb (Ref ll), who himself apparently thought Maxwell 
had only oonsidered qylinders (Ref 11, p. 461). 
With the advent of d ig i ta l  computers, modern investigators are 
not restriated t o  the linearized analysis employed by Maxwell, and 
hence have been able t o  investigate the s tabi l i ty  of interfaces with 
other than 9-degree contace angles. 
recent studies was mde by Bretherton (Ref 13) who was interested i n  
the maximum size of a stable interface with a zero contact angle. 
Perhaps the f i rs t  of these more 
*Bond nuaiber i s  based upon radius of the circular orifice or  the 
half-width Q f  the channel or  square orifiee. 
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Using a computer to investigate the equation of capillarity, he found 
that a Bond number of 0.842 corresponded to the largest possible equili- 
brium interface. As Bretherton pointed out, this value could have 
been obtained from the Bashforth and Adams tables, although the accuracy 
would not have been as great. While Bretherton did not actually concern 
himself with the question of the stability of the interface, but rather 
With the question of the existence of a solution to the capillarity 
equation, it has since been shown that the two criteria give the same 
result in the case of zero contact angle (Ref 9). 
to the previously discussed case of the %-degree contact angle, in 
which the criterion of the existence of a solution to the capillarity 
equation places no limitation on the extent of the surface, and the 
only question of interest concerns the surface's stability. Although 
Bretherton apparently was not aware of the fact, his result of 0.842 
for the critical Bond number was in very good agreement with earlier 
experimental findings by Hattori (Ref 13). The result has also been 
confirmed by more recent experimental work by Masioa, et al, (Ref 14 
and 15). 
This is in contrast 
Probably the first investigation of interfacial stability in which 
contact angle was arbitrary, taking on any values, was by Concus 
(Ref lo), who considered the interfacial stability in an inverted, two- 
dimensional rectangular channel. He showed that the question of 
stability can be approached equivalently from minimum-energy considera- 
tions or from oonsideration of the eigenvalue problem associated with 
s m a l l  perturbations of the interface f r o m  its equ;tlibrim position. 
The latter approach is the one chosen by Maxwell and other classical 
investigators, while the former is more suitable for computer solution. 
Concus's results for critical Bond number increase monotonically with 
contact angle from 0.72 at zero (slightly less, as it should be, than 
Bretherton's value of 0.842 for the circular cylinder) to 2.47 at 90 
degrees, in perfect agreement With Maxwell's result for the same case. 
As previously pointed out, for a two-dimensional channel, it makes no 
difference whether the solid/liquid/vapor interseation is assumed to 
be fixed or free to move. 
Satterlee and Reynolds extended Concus's analysis to the case of 
vertical, circular eylinders, assuming arbitrary, constant contact 
angle and a free solid/liquid/vapor intersection (Ref 9). 
results for oritioal Bond number increased monotonically with contact 
angle from 0.825 at zero, in good agreement with Bretherton's result, 
to 3.39 at 9 degrees, the answer Maxwell would have gotten for this 
case had he relaxed his restriction of a fixed solid/liquid/vapor 
interseation. Maxwell required that the contact anae be 90 degrees. 
The only difference between Maxwell's analysis and that of Satterlee 
and Reynolds for the 90-degree case, as previously mentioned, is the 
fact that Maxwell fixed the position of his solid/liquid/vapor inter- 
face by discarding nonaxisymmetric solutions, 
Their 
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